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Clarification on concept of subchannel/channel (section 1.3) NUFRONT
 One channel is one component carrier

 The bandwidth of channel is CAP working bandwidth

 One channel can contain up to 10 sub-channels with the same

sub-channel bandwidth

 The bandwidth of sub-channel varies depending on

different subcarrier spacings (SCS) and number of data

sub-carriers (Nsd) in one OFDM symbol.

 Example :Nd = 224, SCS = 78.125KHz, subchannel

bandwidth is 20MHz

 Each sub-channel in the EUHT-5G system includes a

complete frame configuration with preamble, SICH, CCH,

and TCH channels.



Bandwidth of channel and subchannel for single CC (section 1.5.3.4.1 and 1.7.4.1) NUFRONT
 Indicated by Broadcast Control Frame (BCF) and System Information Channel (SICH)

 BCF indicates the CAP working bandwidth set, which contains up to 8 different bandwidth (indexed as bandwidth 1~8).

Bandwidth 1 is the sub-channel bandwidth

 SICH indicates the index of bandwidth in the set, which gives the channel bandwidth.

 Example: to support CAP Working bandwidth = 100MHz

 BCF：”CAP Working bandwidth set ” is 011, 20/40/60/80/100 MHz, which means the sub-channel bandwidth = 20MHz

 SICH: “CAP working bandwidth” is 100, which means the CAP working bandwidth is the bandwidth 5 in the set, that is

100MHz



More flexible CA (Carrier Aggregation)  (section 1.5.3.4.1) NUFRONT
 Each CC (Component Carrier) has complete frame structure including independent preamble, SICH, CCH and TCH.

 The information of each CC is indicated in the BCF, which includes CAP working bandwidth set, center frequency and

subcarrier spacing

 The SICH is also independent for each CC, which indicates the CAP working bandwidth of current CC.

 Therefore, each CC can have different channel bandwidth, sub-channel bandwidth.



Network joining process (section 1.6.4) NUFRONT

 Network joining is performed at sub-channel level

 STA can perform system synchronization by searching

different carrier frequency to detect the preamble and

get the system information in the sub-channel.

 STA will try to use different subcarrier spacing and

number of data sub-carriers to search preamble

 The random access and capability negotiation is also

performed in the detected sub-channel.

 The process on single CC and multiple CCs are

described in details.



Higher modulation order (up to 4096 QAM) NUFRONT

 Increase the highest modulation from

1024QAM to 4096QAM, refer to table

54 and table 60-2 in section 1.7.2.7, and

update the corresponding MCS parameter

in table A.6.

 Add the corresponding transmitter

constellation error of 4096QAM in table

82 and minimum input sensitivity of

4096QAM in table 83 .



Higher modulation order (up to 4096 QAM) NUFRONT

 Add the corresponding MCS parameter of

4096QAM with different Nss(spatial

streams) and R(code rate) in table A.6.

 The MCS index are renumbered in table A.6,

table A.7 and tableA.8.



More MCSs in low error mode NUFRONT

 More MCSs (QPSK,16QAM,64QAM) are

supported in low error mode with different

repetition times in time and frequency

domain.



Support up to 32 antennas at CAP NUFRONT

 Increase the maximum number of

CAP antenna ports from 16 to 32, and

update the corresponding fields in

fixed part of BCF.



More Robust Control Channel (CCH) NUFRONT

 Define more transmission types for CCH

 Transmission Type-I for CCH: QPSK ，  4/7
coderate.

 Transmission Type-II for CCH: QPSK, 3/14
coderate.

 Transmission Type-III for CCH is the two times
repetition of Transmission Type-II for CCH in
time domain.

 CAP can decide which transmission type is used
for unicast /broadcast CCH



More robust preamble in low error mode (section 1.7.3) NUFRONT

 There are 8 candidate sequences for CAP to select in Low-error mode.

 For Short Preamble:

 For Long Preamble:



More flexible phase tracking pilots (section 1.7.2.9 ) NUFRONT

 There are two modes for inserting the phase tracking pilots, as indicated by SICH.

 For mode 0, the index of the phase tracking pilots are fixed.

 For mode 1, the index of the phase tracking pilots are changed with the OFDM symbols.
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